Abstract. The paper studies the question for which modifications r of Unif the following theorem can be generalized by substituting a precompact modification p by r: A uniform space has the finest uniformity inducing its proximity if and only if each proximally continuous mapping from this space to any other uniform space is uniformly continuous. By means of two cardinal functions defined on the class of all modifications of Unif there is shown that this is possible only for cardinal modifications p". Assuming GCH, the problem for cardinal modifications p" is solved for uniform spaces of a limited point-character (in dependence on «).
Introduction. It is well known (see e.g. [C] ) that a uniform space has the property that each proximally continuous mapping from this space to any other uniform space is uniformly continuous if and only if it has the finest uniformity inducing its proximity (precompact modification). Both notions appearing in this equivalence had been generalized by Z. Frollk in [F,, F2] . He had defined for a modification (= reflection preserving underlying sets) r of any concrete category the notions of /•-fine and r-simply fine object. Let us recall here these notions for the category Unif of uniform spaces. A uniform space is called r-fine if for any uniformly continuous mapping /: X -* rY with Y arbitrary, /: X -» Y is uniformly continuous, too. A uniform space is called /--simply fine if it has the finest uniformity inducing its /•-modification. Evidently each r-fine space is r-simply fine. The present paper studies the question for which modifications of Unif the opposite implication is also true. A sufficient condition for equality of both classes and some examples of modifications of Unif for which these classes differ are found in the author's paper [Kj] . A combinatorial problem from [KJ connected with the problem of whether (assuming GCH) for each nonhmit infinite cardinal a the classes of pa-fine and //"-simply fine spaces differ in the category of all zero-dimensional uniform spaces has been solved by V. Rödl in [R,] . Some conditions on a modification r of Unif which imply the existence of an r-simply fine uniform space which is not r-fine were formulated in [K2] .
The present paper has two parts. In the first part, conventions and related results are introduced that will be of later use. Also two cardinal functions on modifications of Unif are introduced and some of their properties are stated. In the second part, it is shown that for any noncardinal modification of Unif, a generalization of the above theorem is not possible. Further (assuming GCH), for each nonlimit cardinal a a non-//"-fine uniform space is constructed which is //"-simply fine with respect to uniform spaces of a point-character less than or equal to cfß, where ß+ = a.
I. For the most part we will use the terminology and notation of [I] . In particular a uniform space is what is sometimes called a separated uniform space. By | X | we denote the underlying set of a uniform space X. For two uniform spaces X and Y with the same underlying sets we write X < Y if the identical mapping from X to Y is uniformly continuous. If | A" | = | Y | and X < Y we say that X is finer than Y and Y is coarser than X. A uniform space is called zero-dimensional if it has a basis formed by partitions. For any infinite cardinal a we denote by D(a) a uniformly discrete uniform space with an underlying set of cardinality a. The point-character of a uniform space X is the minimal infinite cardinal a such that X has a basis of uniform coverings with the property that each point * G X is a member of less than a members of this covering. Recall that the problem of [I] , whether there exists a uniform space with the point-character greater than S0, has been solved by Scepin and Pelant. Pelant proved e.g. that for every cardinal a > X, the point-character of lx(a) is greater than S0 (see [P] ). A great deal of work on spaces with a large point-character has been made by Pelant and Rödl (see [P-R, R2, R3] ).
For the terminology concerning category theory see e.g. [M] . By Unif we denote the category of all uniform spaces and uniformly continuous mappings. Recall that a full subcategory of Unif is reflective if and only if it is closed under the formation of products and subspaces (dually coreflective if and only if it is closed under the formation of sums and quotients). A reflection (coreflection resp.) is called modification (comodification) if it preserves underlying sets. Recall that each coreflection of Unif is a comodification (see [K] ) and contains all uniformly discrete uniform spaces.
The cardinal modification pa, where a is an arbitrary infinite cardinal, assigns (assuming GCH) to any uniform space the space paX generated by all the uniform coverings of A" of a cardinality less than a. The assumption of GCH in the definition of p" is necessary for every a 3* N2 as it was shown by J. Pelant. For a = S0 or a = K | the system of all the uniform coverings of the cardinality less than a of any uniform space X forms a uniformity. But for every a > S2, the assumption that the system of all uniform coverings of cardinality less than a of any uniform space X forms a uniformity is consistent with and independent on ZFC (see [P] ). For the usual precompact modification we use the usual notation// instead of /zK°.
If r,, r2 are any two modifications of Unif, we write r, < r2 if r, X < r2A" for every uniform space X. Recall from [V, ] that for any modification r of Unif we have r < p.
For any modification r of Unif we denote by rf the class of all r-fine uniform spaces (r-fine uniform spaces are defined in the introduction). It is easy to verify that each class rf is closed under the formation of sums and quotients and hence coreflective.
For any nonidentical modification r of Unif, define jtt, = min{card | A"| | X £ rf). Notice that for any uniform space X, X^rX implies X £ rf. Hence for any nonidentical modification r of Unif the class {A" G Unif, X £ rf) is nonempty. For an identical modification id put nid = oo, and extend the ordering < of the class Cn of all cardinals to Cn U {00} by a < 00 for every a E Cn. Notice that if r,, r2 are arbitrary modifications of Unif with rx < r2 then ur| > p.r. Hence for every modification r of Unif the value of /tr is infinite since ¡ir > np -Ñ0.
For an arbitrary modification r of Unif, define 8r = min (a G Cn | a > w0 and rD(a) =£ D(a)} if there exists an infinite cardinal a such that rD(a) # i>(a) and 8r -00 otherwise. As for ju, for Ô we have also 8r > 8r whenever rx > r2.
The following proposition shows that the cardinal function 8r describes the behavior of r on zero-dimensional uniform spaces. It is a generalization of a proposition from [V2] . Proposition 1.1. For every modification r of Unif and every zero-dimensional uniform space X we have rX = ps'X if 8r< 00 and rX = X if 8r= 00.
Proof. First suppose that 8r = 00. Given a uniform partition % of X, choose a uniformly continuous mapping/: X -* D such that % = {f~\d) \ d E £>} and D is uniformly discrete. Since rD -D (even for D finite, since every finite D is a retract of Z>(N0))> we have % G rX. Now suppose that 6r < 00. Then rX contains no uniform partition of cardinality 8r, since otherwise D(8r) would be a subspace of rX. But this would contradict the fact that rD(8r) ^ D(8r). So rA" = ps-rX > ps'X. To prove that rA" = p*'X, choose any partition T G A" of cardinaUty less than 8r and a uniformly continuous mapping h: X -» £» such that CV= {/i~'(¿) | d G D}, where D is uniformly discrete with card \D\<8r. Since rl> = D, we have T G rX.
Recall from [V2] that for any modification r of Unif there exists a finest embedding preserving modification re coarser than r. For any uniform space X and any uniform embedding of X into an injective uniform space J, re X is a subspace of rJ. Lemma 1.2. For every modification r of Unif, r* -(re)Jf.
Proof. (re)f G rf, since re > r. Let X Er1, 7 be an arbitrary uniform space and/: X -> reY an arbitrary uniformly continuous mapping. Let/: Y -> / be an embedding into an injective uniform space £ Since reJ -rJ,j ° f: X -» 7 is uniformly continuous and hence/: A" -» y is uniformly continuous, too.
Lemma 1.2 shows that jur = jur for every modification r of Unif.
II. For every modification r of Unif we have fir < 8r, since rD(a) ¥= D(a) imphes D(a) & rf. The next theorem shows that the equality of these two cardinal functions is necessary for the validity of the generalization of the theorem quoted in the introduction.
Theorem ILL Let r be a modification of Unif with 8r > jur. Then there exists an r-simply fine uniform space which is not r-fine.
Proof. Take any non-r-fine uniform space Y with card | Y\-\ir. Denote by PY the uniform space with an underlying set {(*, y, 0) \ x, y E Y and x¥=y}L) {(*, y, 1) | *, y E Y and * ¥= y) and a basis of a uniformity generated by all the covers %= {{(*,y,0),(*,y,l)}|*GSt(y,%),*,yG 7andx^y)
U {{(x, y,0)), {(x, y,l)} \x ESt(y,%),x, y E Y),
where % E Y. It is stated in [I, p. 52 ] that y is a uniform quotient of Py. Since rf is coreflective, PY cannot be r-fine. We will now verify that PY is r-simply fine. PY is zero-dimensional, so by Proposition 1 Hence X is zero-dimensional and we may use Proposition 1.1 to get rA" = ps,X. Since card | X\= card \PY\< 8r, we have/A A" = X. So X = rX = rPY = PY. We immediately obtain from Theorem II. 1 that the classes of r-fine and r-simply fine spaces are distinct for any nonidentical modification with 8r = oo. There are many such r, e.g. the four modifications described in [I, p. 69] given by the following combinatorial properties of a covering: point-finiteness, star-finiteness, starboundedness, or finite dimensionality. But Theorem II. 1 has stronger consequences. The following two propositions together with Theorem II. 1 will show that the classes of r-fine and r-simply fine spaces are distinct for any noncardinal modification r. Proposition II.2. Let r be an arbitrary modification of Unif with 8r< oo. Then r > ps'.
Proof. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 1.1 (the case of 8r< oo) we obtain that r > pSr.
Proposition
II.3. Let r be a nonidentical embedding preserving modification of Unif. Then r =£ p»'.
Proof. We will show that if A" is a uniform space with X = p^'X, then X = rX. It is well known that each uniform space X with X = p^'X is projectively generated by a family of metric spaces having dense subsets of cardinalities less than ¡ir. It will suffice to show that if M has a dense subspace S of a cardinality less than nr, then it follows from the definition of jur that rS = S. Since r is embedding preserving, the continuous identity mapping 1 : rM -» M is uniformly continuous on a dense subspace rS. Hence 1 : rM -» M is uniformly continuous.
Corollary

II.4. Let r be a nonidentical modification of Unif with ¡ir -8r. Then r -n^r = Dsr
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Proof. Since nr -nr by Lemma 1.2, we have by Propositions II.2 and II.3 p*' < r < re ^p*1' for an arbitrary nonidentical modification r with 8r < oo. So if Hr = 8r, we have//Sr = r = re-p*r.
The preceding results show that the characterization of the modifications r of Unif for which the classes of r-fine and r-simply fine spaces coincide reduces to the consideration of cardinal modifications. It was stated in the introduction that for a precompact modification both classes are equal. This result has been generalized (assuming GCH) in the author's paper [K,] to any cardinal modification//" with a a limit cardinal. (Recall the idea of the proof: First one must prove the proposition stating that for every embedding preserving modification r of Unif with the property that r(X A rY) = rX A rY for every two uniform spaces X and Y with the same underlying sets (A denotes infimum w.r.t. the above defined ordering <) the classes of r-fine and r-simply fine spaces coincide. Then it suffices to verify (assuming GCH) that every cardinal modification p" with a limit fulfills the assumptions of this proposition.) For nonlimit cardinals the situation is much more complicated. As we will show in the remainder of the paper (assuming GCH), for each nonlimit cardinal a = ß+ there exists a non-//"-fine uniform space which is //"-simply fine with respect to uniform spaces having point-character less than or equal to cfß.
Theorem II.5 (GCH). Let ß be an infinite cardinal and a = ß+ . Then there exists a non-pa-fine uniform space Sa such that Sa is the finest uniform space with point-character less than or equal to cfß which has the p"-modification equal to p"Sa. We will now show that p"S = D(ß) X paD(a). Given a cover <3> G Sa with card 9 < a, let S(éE, a) be a basic cover such that S(éE, a) < 6*. For each A G &, define %= A «a(V(U}xA)).
jea (A) a-ß+ implies that caxd(9/({j} X A)) « ß for every/ G a(A). Since card a(A) < cfß, we have card % < a. Define # = U {% | A E &}. Then <3> G paD(a) and if we put D(ß) X öp = {{j} X P1/ G ß and £ G <3>} we obtain D(ß) X <3> G D(ß) X paD(a) and D(ß) X <$< <$.
Let Ibea uniform space with point-character less than or equal to cfß such that p"X = D(ß) X p"D(a). We will prove by contradiction that X s* Sa. Suppose that there exists some cover ^E X-Sa. Choose % E X with %< * T of the form % = U {{/} X %7 |/ G /?}, where each %J is a covering of a with the property that each point of a is a member of less than cfß members of %-'. This is possible since the point-character of X is less than or equal to cfß. Then one of the following two cases is valid.
(1) There exists I G a such that card I < a and card{/ Eß\(j, i) g St({/} X I, %)} < cfß
for every / G a.
(2) For every /Ç« with card I < a there exists / G a such that card{/ G ß\ (j, i) ë St({/} X I, %)} > cfß.
We will show that each case leads to a contradiction.
Case ( Then S A S((£, a) < % which contradicts the fact that Tg Sa.
Case (2). We will use transfinite induction to construct two sequences {iy | y G a} C a and {<py: % -» ¿81 y G a}, where %y = {U G %| (3/ G ß)ßy' < f)((j, »>) e t/)} such that for every 8,y E a with 5 G y we have <py/%s = <ps and there exists jSy G /? such that Wy(u) | (/Sy, <y) e u, U€ %} n {Py(l/)Uy) ;s) eu,ue%} = 0.
Arbitrarily choose i0 E a and <p0: %0 -> ¿8. Let y G a be an ordinal such that for every 8 G y we have *'y and <py fulfilling the conditions stated above. Then (2) guarantees that there exists L G a such that card{/ G ß I (/, g E St({(/, ít) | 8 G y}, <?l)} > cfß.
Define /y = {/ G 01 (/, ir) E St({(/, r4) | o G y}, %)}. For every 8 G y, define <pY/%s = <p6. For each Í/ G %y -U S6y %8 such that (/, iy) G £ for some/ G ß -Jy, choose <py(U) arbitrarily. For those U E %y -U S£y %s for which (/, iy) E U for some/ G Jy, we will first define q>y(U) for a regular cardinal ß and then for /? singular. If ß is regular, then card Jy = cfß = ß. Since y < a and a -ß+ , there exists a one-to-one mapping/y: y -» Jy. For every/ G ß -fy[y] choose an arbitrary mapping aV: {U G %| (/, iy) EU}^ß-{<P^U)(U) \ (j, i^U}) G U, U G %}. This is possible, since we had taken such % that each point of ß X a is a member of less than cfß -ß members of %. Then for every U G % with (/, /' ) G U for some / G Jy, ddine<py(U) = <pj(U).
If /? is singular, then for every / G Jy there exists a cardinal Vj < ß such that 2JeJVj = ß. Since y<a and a = ß+ there exists a one-to-one mapping gy: y -1jSJVj. For each/ G/y with gy\vj) = 0, choose an arbitrary mapping <pJ: {U G GlL\(j, iy) G £} -» ß. For each/ G /y with gyl(fj) 1+ 0, choose an arbitrary mapping <pJ:{UE%\(j,iy)EU} -*ß-{vs(U) I Ü, is) 6 tf, »,(«) 6 ry, £ G %, 6 G y}.
It exists since card{£ G %| (35 G y)((/, is) E U and gy(8) E Vj)} < v} • cfß < ß. Then for every U E % with (/, iy) G U for some/ G Jy, define <py(U) = <p^(U). This completes the construction of the desired sequences. Denote by X' the subspace of X with the underlying set ß X {iy, y E a}. For every £ G ß, define W(= U {t/n |A"||(3y G a)(i/G %y and <py(í/) =i)}.
Since /? < a and U ie/? W{ D j8 X {zy, y G a}, we have <¥ = [W( || G 0} G //"A".
//"A" is a subspace of paX, so there exists a partition ÇR, of the set {iy | y G a] having cardinality less than a such that {{/} X R\j E ß, RE $1} < %. Choose a pair 8, y G a such that 6 G y and is G St(z'y, <3l). Then there exists £ G ß with (jSy, i ) G Wi and (/¡y, i4) G Wé, i.e. there exists £y G % and Us E % such that (/Äy, iy) G í/y, ( J«y>'«) G ^4' an^ 'Pyí^y) = fíC^s) = £• But this contradicts the fact that {%(U) | (jSy, iy) e £, U G %} n {<pfi(£) I (ySy, ,,) G £, U G %} = 0 .
Remark. The transfinite induction construction used in the proof of Theorem II.5 is a modification of Rödl's construction in the paper [R,] mentioned in the introduction. The problem of whether Theorem II.5 remains true without the restriction on point-character is open. The author's question of whether for each infinite cardinal a there exists a uniform space with an underlying set of cardinality a+ and point-character equal to a has been answered in the affirmative by Rödl in [R2] . But it is still not known whether there exists such a space with//"-modification equal to D(a) X //"£»(«+ ).
